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1. tau have FOUR hours.

2.1 Answer all questions

~



Question 1

A large number of identi al consumers are born at time 0 and have initial
wealth w. They do not cons me in period O. They will all live and consume in
period 1. Some will die befo e reaching period 2, others will live and consum

!in period 2 and then die.
In period 0 all conSumers hink that their probability of living through perio

2 is 7r. In period 1, before t ey have to make any consumption or investment
decisions (which will be des ribed shortly), they receive one of two "signals"
about their future longevity. A fraction, a get good health news which implies
that the survival probability. 7r H > 7r, the remaining 1- a get bad health newjwhich implies a survival prob bility of7rL < 7r. (note that 7r = o7rH+(I-O)7rL.

Assume that the consum rs have no bequest motive and that they are vo
Neumann-Morgenstern utilit maximizers. Their objective function is U(Cl)
u(ci), if they remain alive tough period 2, and U(Cl) if they do not.

This question considers se! eral different structures for markets for annuities.

Annuities are contracts that payoff one unit of consumption in the event that

the consumer in alive in peri d 2. If the consumer dies between period 1 and
period 2, any annunities he 0 she has purchased are valueless.

a) Assume that the co umers can save at both time 0 and time 1, but
cannot buy any annuities at ither date. The real rate of interest is zero; any
wealth saved is simply avail ble again in the next period. Wealth saved in
time 1 for use in time 2 will e wasted if the consumer dies. Since there is nQ
consumption at time 0, and 0 active annuities market at that date, they win
all save their entire wealth w into time 1. Write the first order condition that
determines how much of thei wealth will be consumed in time 1. Discuss th

jcomparative statics of saving at time 1 with respect to changes in 7r Hand 7r L
holding a and 7r constant.

b) Now assume that ther is an active market for annuities at time 1. Annu
ities are offered competively y companies that must break even in equilibrium
These companies cannot see t e information that the consumers have. The con
sumers cannot credibly disci se this information to the companies. Moreover
companies issuing annuities annot observe the total purchases of annuities a
individual, and therefore the cannot vary the price at which any given annuit
contract is sold as a function of the total annuities that the person holds.

Write the first-order con it ions to determine how much is saved at time
and how much is invested in nuities, by consumers with each of the two piec
of information. Show that t e equilibrium price of annuities is greater than
and less than ?rH.

c) Now suppose that t i annuity market is open at time 0, but not at time 1. Since everyone has he same (null) information at time 0, there is no

adverse selection in the ann ty market at this date. What is the equilibriunjl

price of annuities at time 0 iven this structure of active markets. Write the

first-order condition for opti al savings and annuity purchase at time O. Shot
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that all consumers are bettei off in the equilibrium with annuity markets ope

tat time 0 only than they ar in the equilibrium with markets open at time

only. Explain.

d) Finally, suppose that markets for annuities are open at time 0 and a,t
time 1. As in part b), assu e that the quantity of annuities purchased by any
one consumer is not observa Ie. However, the companies can observe whether
the consumer wants to buy re annuities or to cancel some already purchased.
Thus the company can quot different prices for these transactions at time 1.
The price is qb for those Whf ant to buy more annuities than they originallt

bought at time 0, and a di erent price, qc is received by those who want t(>

cancel some of their original y purchased annuities and receive a cash refun
rwhich they can consume at ti e 1. What is the equilibrium price of an annuit

purchased at time O? What e the prices qb and qc?

e) Show that in any equ~ibrium of the type found in part d), no annuititare actually traded at time If
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Question 2

2. Consider the following two play r, infinite-horizon game of perfect information. The
first period is period 1. Player 1 mo es in odd-numbered periods, player 2 moves in even
ones. Each period, the player movi g chooses whether to "Stop" or "Continue"; ~nce a
player chooses "Stop" the game en s. If the game ends in period t, t odd, player l's payoff
is 81-1 a and player 2's payoff is 81-1 ; if t is even, then player l's payoff is 81-1 b ~d
player 2's payoff is 81-1 a, and if no layer ever chooses to stop, the payoffs are ( ,0).
Assume that 0 < 8 < 1. I

a) Prove that this game is continuo~s at infinity.

Characterize the set of pure SUbga~ e-perfect equilibria (SPE) for the following regions of

the parameter space. (Some partial redit will be given for finding one SPE for f Ch region, and substantial partial credi will be given for correctly stating the SPE s ts

without offering a proof.)

b) a> 0, a >&

c) a < 0, a <&

d) a > 0, a «5b

a < 0, a >&e)



Question 3

Answer all parts of the question showing your work clearly. If you need to make any
additional assumptions, state them early. Be concise.

1. Consider an exchange economy in which there is a single physical commodi y, two states
of the world, (}l and (}2, and two age ts, i = 1,2. The agents are von Neumann Morgenstern

expected utility maximizers, and a nt i has utility function Ui : R -+ R. e denote a
state contingent allocation in this ec nomy by (Xl, X2), where Xi = (xl, x~) den tes agept i's
consumption of the commodity in sta es (}l and (}2 respectively. We also denote he aggregate
initial endowment of the commodity in state i by Wi, i = 1, 2.

a. Suppose that the aggregate quant' ty of the commodity is the same in state and in Istate
2, and that the probability of state I is p. What is the competitive equilibri price?

b. Suppose Ui is strictly concave for iI, 2 and that the aggregate quantity of t e commodity
is greater in state 1 than in state 2, hat is WI > W2, and that the probability of state (}l is
p. Show that for any Pareto efficient allocation (Xl, x2), xl > x~.

c. Suppose as in the previous ques ion that the aggregate quantity of the ommodity is
greater in state 1 than in state 2, an that the probability of state (}l is p. Su pose further
that the agents' initial endowments are WI = (1,0) and W2 = (0,2). Lastly, uppose that
UI (x) = x and that u" < 0 and th the agents trade from their initial end wments to a

competitive equilibrium allocation. xplain concisely which of the two agentr will benefit
more from this trade and why.

d. Suppose that the aggregate qu tity of the commodity is the same in s te 1 aJ!1d in
state 2, but that the agents disagre about the probability of state 1. Agent believes the
probability is Pi, and that PI > P2. Suppose we consider the Pareto efficie t allocations
for the preferences based on these d. erent probabilities. What can you say bout the the
quantities of the commodity that a nt 1 consumes in the two states at a P eto efficient
allocation?
e. Suppose that the two states are e ally likely and that Ui (x) = In x, i = 1, 2 uppos~ also
that the agents' initial endowments e WI = (1,0) and W2 = (0,2). What is t e core of the

economy?
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Question 4

Micro General
1. Consider a hidden acti n model with a risk neutral principle and a ris~

averse manager. The mana er selects non-negative effort level e (e E R+).
Conditional on effort level e he realization of profit 7r is normally distribute

~with mean e and variance 0-2 that is 7r- N(e, 0-2). (To make your life easier w
do not specify manager's utili y as a function of effort and wage.) Suppose th
manager's preferences are de ned over mean and variance of his income wand
his effort level e as follows: xpected utility=E[w]-k .Var[W] -g(e). where
g(O) = g'(O) = 0, limg'(e)e-+ = 00 and for e > 0 all derivatives of g(.) ar
positive. The payoff of the inciple is equal to his profit minus the wage h
pays to the manager. The ma ager has an opportunity to refuse a principle jo
offer and receive a reservatio utility of zero.

(a) Restrict attention to Ii ear compensation schemes W(7r) = a+,B7r. Sho
that the manager's expected tility given W(7r), e, and 0-2 is given by a +,Be
k,B20-2 -g(e).

(b) Derive the optimal co tract when e is observable.
(c) Derive the optimal line r compensation scheme when e is not observable

What effects do changes in k nd 0-2 have.
(d) Now consider a modi cation of the above problem. There are N risk

neutral managers. Each ma ager chooses effort level ei E R+ i = 1..N. All
managers and the principle e risk neutral. The utility of i -th manager
is E[Wi] -g(ei)' The profit of the firm is normally distributed with mean
E':l ei and variance 0-2 thus ""' N(E':l ei, 0-2). The utility of the principle is

7r -E':l Wi. The principle c only offer managers wage contracts that depen
~on profit of the firm. Is it tru that the expected utility of the principle in thi

problem is more than N time greater than the expected utility of the principl
in part (c) of this question? xplain.

2. Consider independent rivate value environment. There are two bidders
and one object available for s e. The private values of both bidders are drawn
independently from uniform istribution U[0,100]. Denote by Vi the privat~
value of bidder i, i = 1,2. T rules of the auction are somewhat unusual. W~
consider an auction that look like a standard open cry English auction with
twist, no bids over 95 are all wed. The first bidder to bid 95 wins the auctio
(and pays 95 for the object). f nobody bids 95 the bidder with the highest bi
under 95 wins the auction. ( u can imagine that bidders look at the dial wher
the price starts at zero and i reases to 95 in ten minutes. Each bidder has tw
buttons in front of him, one utton says "in" the other says " 95". All bidder

start holding the "in" button if a bidder releases the "in" button it means tha~
he is no longer willing to p the price on the dial, thus the first bidder tQ
release the "in" button loose the object and pays zero, the other bidder paY$
the price that was on the di when the loosing bidder dropped out. A bidde..
may press "95" button while olding the "in" button. The first bidder to pres$
"95" button wins the object nd pays 95 for it. In case of two bidders pressinll;
"95" simultaneously the winn r is determined by a coin toss. The loosing biddet

pays nothing.) I
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a) Does the auction mech nism described above have a dominant strate
equilibrium. Explain.

b) Formulate the revenue qui valence theorem.
c) Assume that the above escribed mechanism has a symmetric equilibrium

Can you use the revenue equi ence theorem to compute the expected revenue
in this auction? If yes comput the revenues in this auction, if your answer is n
compare the revenue of this uction mechanism with an efficient second pri
auction, which auction gives eater revenues?

d) Suppose bidder one h value 100 for the object (of course this is hi
private information). In equil"brium of this auction what is the probability that
this bidder wins the object? hat is the expected price that this bidder paY

jfor the object? i

e) Find a symmetric equili rium of the mechanism described above (or prov

that it does not exist).
f) Consider a modification of the mechanism described above. The modifie

mechanism has two distinctio first, the maximum bid is now 10 (far lower thalli
95). In case both bidders ju p to 10 simultaneously the winner is determined
by a coin flip. The second istinction is that the winning bidder can re-sell
the object to the loosing bid er if they can agree on price (of course, to fully
describe the mechanism we ust describe the rules of the bargaining round)
Can you design the rules of b gaining round such that the object will end u
in the hands of the bidder w values it the most. If your answer is no explai
why not, if the answer is yes esign such a bargaining game.

3. (This question has th same weight as other questions however it wil
probably take you less time).

a) Formulate Arrow's imp ssibility theorem.
b) Show that if assumpti ns of Arrow's impossibility theorem are satisfie

than there exists an extremely "extremely pivotal" voter in a sense that for some
profile he can move alternati x from the bottom to the top of SWF ordering,
(If you would like to use Arro 's impossibility theorem to answer this question
you must prove it here). I

c) Consider the following WF that aggregate preferences of N players. Th~
SWF depends only on prefer nces orderings of agents nand n-l. If alternative
ranked second by agent n is 0 ranked second by agent n-l than the socia.
preferences are the same as p eference of agent n. Otherwise the social prefer.,
ences are the same as prefer nces of agent n-l. What are the assumptions O

~Arrow's impossibility theore violated by this preference aggregation rule?
d) Consider a world popu ated by an odd number of agents who have stric

preferences over alternatives. Does a Condorset winner always exist? If yes
prove it, if no give anexampl .(Alternative x is a Condorcet winner iff for an~
alternative y no more than 5 % of agents prefer y to x.) I

e) Suppose the preference of agents in the society are such that alternativ~
x is the Condorcet winner. oes this mean that alternative x is ranked first
by Borda count. If your an er is yes prove it, if your answer is no provid~
an example where this is no the case. (Borda count is defined as following!
Each of N alternatives altern tive is ranked by each agent 1... N,. the score of

an alternative is the sum of ts ranks. Alternatives are ordered according to
scores. The alternative with tihe lowest score is the most preferred.)
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